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Something trivial
I am part of a pub quiz team, and
whenever the “Sports and Games” topic
includes a token question about Scrabble,
the team members all expect me to know
the answer. The other week we were
asked, what is the points value of the
word SEPARATE in Scrabble? Well, I
knew the “correct” answer was going to
be 10, but I hated writing it down!
Assuming no blanks, ten would probably
not even be the least value of the word.
The only time I can think of when the
word would be worth 10 points would
be if one or more of the letters was
already on the board and no letter was
played on a premium square.
You will have read quite a few of the
articles in Forwords under the heading of
“Scrabble analogies”. Some are clever ––
but some are uninspired, eg. “his name
reads like the tiles on a Scrabble rack.”
Las Vegas Review-Journal asked:
“What would the triple word score be
for the Iceland volcano if proper names
could be used in Scrabble?” And the
answer was: “Let’s see. That’s
Eyjafjallajokull, worth approximately one
zillion points. But it might be trumped by
the names of a local meteorologist and an
atmospheric scientist who were queried
about it: Stan Czyzyk and Vicken
Etyemezian.”
In my editorial capacity I read a lot of
articles about Scrabble. Many of them
start or end with a phrase like: “that
spells CHAMPIONSHIP (24 points) for
so-and-so”, or “that spells
T-R-O-U-B-L-E, worth 9 points”; or they
comment about a player’s name:
“NEMITRMANSUK is worth 20 points”,
etc.

It’s petty of me I
know, but I’m not
terribly impressed by
that sort of literary
device. Not only is it
inaccurate, it’s not
original. A lot of writers
do it. Actually, too many
of them do it. Guys, it’s
old hat! Think of something different.
Often, the word could not be used at
all because of its excess length (16
letters, in the case of Eyjafjallajokull), or
the excess of certain letters.
Even if a writer made an attempt to
get it right and said a word was worth “at
least X points”, it’s irrelevant. The
cleverest of words packed with highscoring letters might not be worth as
much as another less impressive word.
Eyjafjallajokull might be “worth” 46
points. But BIN, “worth” 5 points, could
be a better play. Although it might only
be worth single digit points in some
places, it could be worth 74 if played with
B on the right-hand triple hooking onto
ZINE, and the N hooking onto EXO.
Excuse the puns, but making a point
about the points value of the letters of a
word in Scrabble is pointless. As with real
estate, the three most important things
about any Scrabble word you play are …
location, location, LOCATION.
And isn’t that the very thing that
makes Scrabble so fascinating, and every
game so different!
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nother Nationals has passed
and it is my pleasure to take
the president’s seat and
welcome our new vice-president Val Mills
and treasurer Clare Wall with our
outstanding Web Master Glenda,
secretary Liz and Forwords editor Jennifer
continuing their invaluable work for the
association.
Liz and the Auckland clubs’ work at
the shopping mall scrabble promotion is
particularly appreciated along with the
excellent work Ruth Groffman and Karen
Richards (of WESPA) have been doing
with Scrabble For Fun in Dunedin,
moving us closer to producing candidates
for future World Youth scrabble
championships.
I was aghast to lose Bryan Foster, our
priceless technician and scorer who had
been bravely treading water health-wise
for years. Tournaments Bryan used to
officiate/work at just won’t quite feel the
same for a while, as Bryan was always
such a steadfast and hard working figure.
The Trans-Tasman Challenge was
held in Christchurch in mid-August,
neatly sidestepping the earthquake by
two weeks. I was especially impressed by
Australia’s Michael McKenna who barely
dropped a game on the first two days and
proved to be not only an excellent
wordsmith and strategist but also very
friendly and forthcoming, Michael only
succumbed to our seasoned campaigners
Joanne Craig, Howard Warner and Blue
Thorogood at the tail end of the
tournament.
Aussie’s Richard Jeremy actually
knows 8-letter words ending in V and
played the bingo STOTINOV – surely the
word of the tournament! I got excited as
New Zealand forged ahead on the final

day and asked Howard
if he had yet played
Joanne as they were
near top position – I
hastily withdrew my
question as I
embarrassedly realised
they were, of course, teammates!
Steven Brown was invaluable in
setting up the internet link for this
tournament and Veronica Zilinskas did a
superb job of inputting. Big congrats to
our New Zealand team on their win and
we look forward to Australia hosting the
event in two years time.
Congratulations to Whangarei, Kapiti,
Nelson, Hamilton, Tauranga and Mt
Albert for well run tournaments. In the
case of the Canterbury Scrabble Open
scheduled 11-12 September, the
Christchurch Club committee are
hardened campaigners and it would take
at least a major natural disaster to bring
about a cancellation of this tournament.
Christchurch’s 7.1 magnitude, 4 billion
dollar earthquake on September 4th
unfortunately did this. Many thanks to all
the individuals and clubs who have sent
us heartening messages. I’m pleased to
report that I know of no Christchurch
Scrabble Club members who have
suffered unduly.
As for the Lister family, our next
door neighbour’s half tonne chimney was
dropped unceremoniously into our front
garden and our 150kg filing cabinet at
work catapulted to the floor. I wasn’t
allowed through the cordons on the
Sunday to even look at Real Finance
where Roslyn and I work but managed to
gain access on the Monday. It was eerie
being led up the middle of Hereford
Street by a lone soldier with no one else
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around at a time Christchurch business
would normally be bustling. When we
finally reached my building I was delighted
to see we were green stickered, ie would
be allowed to use the premises. We
nevertheless were closed for the next
three days as no one was allowed past the
cordons, then barred from trading for the
next four days as lifts were not allowed to
be used due to the severe aftershocks!
A number of corny jokes have hit the
streets, since:
· The CHRISTCHURCH cocktail –
always shaken but not stirred
· The CHRISTCHURCH McDonalds
deal – a Big Mac and two free shakes
I expect both myself and my jokes will
be a lot less shaky next time I do this
column!

Paul
Masters 2011
This is to be hosted by the Pakuranga
Scrabble club at the Howick Bridge Club.
Clocks
One of the purposes of a Scrabble
Club should be to teach those members
who wish to compete in tournaments
what it’s like playing under tournament
conditions. Thus, games should be played,
at least some of the time, with a 25minute time limit using clocks, under the
challenge (and other) rules, and without
word lists.
Does your Club encourage the use of
clocks for Club play? If not, is it because
your Club doesn’t have any/enough?
Now that so many players have their
own digital clocks, the Association has an
excess of analogue clocks. (At the
Hamilton tournament no Association
analogue clocks were needed and even at
the Nationals there were several clocks
not used.)
Clubs can buy these analogue clocks
from the NZASP for $10 a clock.

Scrabble contest no. 100
To celebrate the one hundredth issue of
Forwords we have two contests and two
prizes for you this time.
1. How many allowable Scrabble words can
you find within the word HUNDRED?
Use the letters only as many times as
they appear, for example DUD is
allowed, but not NUN, because
HUNDRED has only one N. The winner
will receive a book prize.
2. A maths class contains the following
pupils: Jason Edwards, Brent Wood,
Gareth Reese, Mulifo Urunui, Steffi
Verhoeven, Susi Xue, Jose Vendez, Leigh
Taylor, Ben Ineson and Kate Nobbs.
There is one other student. He has a
sibling in the same class and was named
after a famous soccer player. What is his
name? The winner will receive a $20 gift
voucher.
Send entries by mail or email to:
Jeff Grant
‘Ardra’
1109 Allenby St
Hastings 4122
ardra@clear.net.nz
Closing date is 20 November 2010.

Solution: contest no. 99
Glennis Hale (Independent) found
RHYTHMS/XYLYL for 132 points, and Lyn
Toka (Kiwi) got 142 starting with RhYTHMS
(first H blank), R on centre square (86) and
RhYTHMS (first H blank again) through the
T on a double double (56).
Ron Bunny (Independent) came up with
RHYTHMS (S on centre square) for 94 and
TSkTSKS (first K blank)/ST for 68, giving a
total of 162 points. Unfortunately Ron’s
entry arrived too late, so the winner is Lyn
– congratulations!
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Passing of a staunch supporter
It was with great sadness that the
Scrabble community heard that Bryan
Foster, Glenda’s husband, had died.
Bryan was one of those quiet supporters
whose work is not always noticed. Bryan has
made a significant contribution to NZ
Scrabble by taking on adjudication and
scoring duties at many tournaments over the
years. He has also supported the distribution
of Forwords by doing envelope stuffing and
mailing. Even with his poor health of recent
years, he continued with administrative
work at tournaments – which he always did
competently and cheerfully – and the mailing
out of Forwords after Glenda had done the
layout.
We know that Glenda will miss his love,
great company and supportive interest in
Scrabble, and we extend our love and
deepest sympathy to her.

Bryan does the scoring at Nelson 2005

Bryan Foster
- by Lynn Wood, Wellington
Bryan Foster had a most unusual very
dry sense of humour. I loved kidding with
him at the winner’s table where he input
the results. Sometimes his remarks were
plain sarcasm but always with a twist. One
could never give a suitable reply to Bryan
and one never tried! Thanks Bryan for
your wonderful contribution to New

Zealand Scrabble. You will be sorely
missed by us all.
My fondest memory of Bryan was at
the Nelson tourney in 2005 when Thelma
and I shared a motel with him and Glenda.
We went to dinner at the Boatshed where
Glenda and Bryan each enjoyed a sizzling
platter of beautiful crayfish. The photo
says it all, right down to the red bibs they
were given to catch the splashes. The
portion was so large, as was the price,
that the remains were packed in plastic
containers for Glenda and Bryan to enjoy
the next night as a cold dish. It was a
wonderful evening and one I shall always
remember.
Bryan’s health had been very
precarious for a long time, but he battled
on in true style and even wrote his own
eulogy. His funeral was indeed a great
celebration of a life lived to the full. Rest
easy Bryan and thanks for your friendship.
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Trans Tasman 2010
- by Glenda Foster
he Trans Tasman Challenge
was held in Christchurch from
14 to 16 August
The top 12 available players from
Australia and New Zealand competed in a
head-to-head format comprising 24 games
over the three days. Each player played all
members of the opposing team twice. Up
for grabs were the Trans Tasman
Challenge Shield and trophies for the
highest placed individual members of each
team.
The tournament got underway at
8.45am with Paul Lister making the
announcements. Then Bob Jackman,
captain of the Australian team, gave a
short address followed by a moving
greeting in Maori to the visitors by Blue
Thorogood of the New Zealand team.

Day 1
The first two rounds were 6-6 draws,
but in round three New Zealand went
into the lead with an 8-4 victory. The
individual leaders on three wins each were
Joanne Craig (NZ), Bob Jackman and
Michael McKenna (AUS). The next two
rounds also produced 6-6 draws, but in
round six New Zealand extended its lead
with a 7-5 round. After a further 6-6
draw, in the last round of the day
Australia came back into the match with
an 8-4 win. At the end of the day New
Zealand held a 49-47 lead. Individual
leaders were Michael McKenna on seven
wins, with Andrew Bradley and Patrick
Carter (NZ) on six wins apiece.

Team Australia
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Team New Zealand

Day 2
Day 2 kicked off with two more 6-6
draws, but in the next two rounds New
Zealand walloped the opposition by 9-3.
The next round was 8-4 to New Zealand,
but this was immediately pegged back by
an 8-4 win to Australia. After a further 7-5
win to Australia the final round was yet
another 6-6 draw. New Zealand held a
102-90 lead going into the final day, with
only 43 more wins required to secure
victory. Individual leaders after round 16
were Michael McKenna on 13 wins,
Joanne Craig (12) and Andrew Bradley
(11).
Day 3
The Australians opened the day with a
7-5 win, followed by four 6-6 draws.
Australia won the next round 7-5, but
New Zealand, on 138 wins, had the magic
target of 145 wins well in sight. In the
penultimate round New Zealand achieved
the target with an 8-4 victory. Going into
the final round there were only two

contenders for the individual title – Joanne
Craig on 17 wins and Howard Warner
(NZ) on 16 wins, with Joanne holding a
superior spread. The final round was
another 8-4 win to New Zealand. Joanne
and Howard both won their games, so
Joanne emerged as the individual
champion. Howard was runner-up and
Blue Thorogood (NZ) edged out Alastair
Richards (AUS) to make it a New Zealand
trifecta. Alistair took the top Australian
individual trophy, having a superior spread
to his compatriot Michael McKenna.

Words
Interesting words recorded by
tournament director Paul Lister were:
LIVELOD
WITHS
DIETHYL
COURANTO PRUSIKS
DEVIATORY
PIERROT
TOSSERS
STOTINOV
KATIPOS
JINGLY
HARRIES
EVENTUAL CORRIDA SEEPIER
FOUNDED MATELOTE SUNBEAM
UPHEAPS
REYNARDS RENTALS
FOILSMEN
RESONATE WEEPING
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FARTING
SCRITCH
NOMBRIL
RIDDLERS
MESQUITS
HAVEOURS
ANATION
SILLIER
TYRANTS
WARDING
TANGLES
SLACKER

RENAILS
BIPARTY
SNITCHER
HORDEINS
ENDARTS
ANCRESS
QUAKERS
GENTRIES
KOALA
CINEREAS
COUNTERS

SIERRAN
PARTIER
WRIZLED
SOOTING
DEVOTION
ACHIOTES
VOZHD
OTALGIA
VIRETOT
PHOBICS
AURATES

Annotated Game
Denise Gordon and Liz Fagerlund
provided annotated games to the website.
The closest of these is recorded below.
Turn

1

Individual winner Joanne Craig (NZ)

Graeme Lock Lee (AUS)
Rack

Play

CCDEFOO

ECCO

Howard Warner (NZ)

Scor Cum Rack
e
16

16 AEEORST

Play
(C)REASOTE

Score

Cum

64

64

Best play according to Quackle was
ROSEATE for 76
2

DEFGHIO

OHED

28

44 BEIIOTZ

BIO

27

91

3

FGGILTY

L(ED)GY

30

74 EEIOTUZ

TOUZ

28

119

Graeme missed GIFTEDLY for 60 points.
4

AFGINTX

FAXING

46

120 AEEIINR

INER(T)IAE

70

189

5

?AELLTW

WALLETs

75

195 ?DEHIMN

MIN(I)Shed

94

283

If Howard had placed this differently he could
have had a triple-triple for 167 points plus 5 for
the challenge—ouch!
6

AEEINRR

NE(WE)R

24

219 AFJKUUY

JU(N)K

30

313

Graeme missed RE(T)AINER for 59.
7

AAEINQT

QA(N)AT

42

261 AAFIUVY

FAU(X)

28

341

8

EINNOSU

(R)EUNIONS

66

327 ADIPVWY

WIP

43

384

9

AELMRSV

MARVELS

87

414 ABDDSVY

BY

32

416

10

EGPRRTT

GR(I)PT

22

436 ADDIISV

S(K)ID

36

452

11

EOORT

E(N)ROOT

7
+16

443 ADIV
459

452
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Pakuranga Mall tournaments
- by Liz Fagerlund, Mount Albert
his is the third year
we have been invited
to hold a scrabble
event at Westfield Pakuranga,
and I hope we will continue to
get invited back there.
This year we ran two oneday, six game tournaments on
18 and 19 September, and we
got a lot of interest from
members of the public who saw
the poster advertising the event
at the mall. Some of those who
The Guptill family enjoying a game
said they would play didn’t turn
up; however, many did, which was great.
grade with a 486 – fantastic result.
Val ran some great word competitions
In the Whitcoulls grade, two players
both days, open to players and members
won five games – Howard and Kris.
of the public as well. She did a great job
Howard’s huge spread of 1120 gave him
of liaising with the mall marketing
the win – this spread was boosted greatly
manager Monique, getting posters sorted
by Howard’s amazing first game against
and dividing the $600 worth of Westfield
Pam Barlow. It was one bonus after
vouchers over the two days of play.
another, including over 100 points for
QUINOAS on a triple word. Howard’s
Saturday
final score of 754 is certainly the highest
There were 34 players on Saturday,
in tournament Scrabble in New Zealand,
divided into two grades, named after two and although this was not a rated
of the shops we played near, Whitcoulls
tournament, was certainly played under
and Michael Hill. Players who had never
tournament conditions (except it was
played tournaments before ––– most of
noisier with more distractions!). Well
whom had never played in a club either –
done Howard – and his opponent, Pam
were able to check the 2, 3 and 4 letter
was very gracious in her defeat by a 526
word lists. However, they still had to play point spread!!
with the clock as well, and more
experienced players were asked
to remind them to press the clock
and give help where needed.
There were ten new-totournament players on Saturday –
Saeyorn, who has been playing at
the Pakuranga club, won the
Michael Hill grade, winning all six
games, with a spread of 492 and
an average of 423. Saeyorn also
The next generation of Scrabble players
had the highest game score in that
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Schiller also returned to
play on Sunday and is now
entering the Mt Albert
tournament.
Howard was the winner
once again, winning all six
games. Another new
player, Katrina (who was
too late to play on
Saturday as she got a flat
tyre on the way and we
were already into the
second game by the time
she arrived) got a prize for
The oldest and youngest competitors on the day,
the highest word of the
Sierra Keiper and June Mackwell
day when she went out
Whitcoulls grade wins spread
with EXTENdS for 119!! Well done
1. Howard Warner
5
1120
Katrina!
2. Kris Saether
5
525
Results
3. Anderina McLean
4
245
1. Howard Warner
6
731
4. John Foster
4
214
2. Liz Fagerlund
5
536
5. Chris Hooks
4
178
3. Lawson Sue
4
263
Michael Hill grade
4. Kris Saether
4
214
1. Saeyorn
6
492
5. John Foster
4
141
2. Roger Cole-Baker
5
251
6. Hazel Purdie
4
108
3. Jeanette Grimmer
4
290
7. Pat Bryan
4
28
4. Erika Bond-Milne
4
86
8. Anderina McLean
3
397
5. Valma Gidman
4
0
9. Patrick Carter
3
294
10. Katy Yiakmis
3
195

Sunday
We only had 22
players on Sunday so we
only ran one grade.
(Well, there were 23, but
as there was an uneven
number, Val didn’t play.
Instead, she chatted to
interested people and
inputted results.)
Again we had some
players new to
tournaments – including a
young boy, Sierra, who
had stopped by last year
for one game, plays on
line and has played in
school competitions. Julia

Working on the competitions
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Christchurch goes to Nelson
n Friday 23 July, Allison
Torrance, Kaite Hansen,
Colleen Cook and Gabrielle
Bolt set off for the Nelson Tournament.
Rain bucketed down as we left
Christchurch. Along the way, rivers raged,
water had formed lakes on the paddocks
and near Amberley, the road was flooded.
We admired Gabrielle’s confident and
competent driving under the difficult
conditions. At Springs Junction, light
drizzle didn’t stop us having our “picnic”.
Blue skies and sunshine welcomed us
in Tahuna and over the weekend we were
treated to vibrant sunrises and sunsets.
We soon settled into our motel at the
motor camp – a Versatile Garage granny
flat look alike, as new, with two bedrooms
(including electric blankets) and a shower
worthy of an upmarket house – all for
$35.50 per person per night. Out came
the wine and Scrabble boards and battles
ensued (on the boards, I mean).
The Nelson Scrabble Club had sixteen
entries for its tournament and rather than
have the usual grades, chose to have all
entrants play each other. Because three
Nelson Club members were playing in
their first tournament, game expectations
were approximate only. Someone had
withdrawn so everyone had a bye.
We played at the Suburban Club (in
Tahuna) in the Boardroom, a pleasant and
intimate venue. Italiano Maria, entertainer
supremo, exhorted everyone, “come on,
there’s only one entry for the best musical
word” (spot prize) and “choose one of
our fabulous prizes”.
Our thanks go to Nelsonians Steve,
Tony and Liz too for a friendly, well
organised mini tournament and for the
café morning and afternoon teas. Most of
us would agree with Murray Rogers who
said he had enjoyed playing everyone in

-by Allison Torrance, Christchurch
the tournament. We hope that the three
newbies’ initiation was not too
intimidating and that one day, their names
will appear in tournament results.
Christchurch people did well, with
Peter Johnstone (pictured) being the
winner, Kaite Hansen third, and me
fourth. My highlight was beating Murray
Rogers (who was second), and by nearly
200!
Presentations and goodbyes over, we
left for Christchurch and six hours later
arrived home.

Peter Johnstone

New NZ record
Most Consecutive
Bonus Words, Club
Level
Paul Lister vs Phyllis
Paltridge at Christchurch Scrabble Club,
27/8/10
Five consecutive bonus words turns
equals the NZ record, the words being
placed by Paul on his 5th-9th turns for a
585-250 win:
Turn 5
DEIONIZE
Turn 6
DEFUSER
Turn 7
GUNKIER
Turn 8
DEHORNER
Turn 9
PATRIOTS
A lot of DE bonuses there!
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Twenty years ago today
- by John Foster, Independent

This time my selection is a clever poem by Lyn Toka which was her winning entry to
Scrabble contest 19. The challenge was to find the most letters of the alphabet which
could be found doubled at the endings of words. Lyn not only found all 19 but wove
them into her poem, in alphabetical order, and even provided semi-credible examples
for the missing seven.
Some newer players may not understand the reference to Cedric and Oswald. They
were the affectionate terms we oldies used to refer to two of our reference works,
Chambers English Dictionary and Official Scrabble Words.
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It’s no holiday without Scrabble
- by Jennifer Smith, Hamilton
y seven and a half weeks
holiday around Europe with
my daughter got off to a
bad start when, half an hour after we met
up in Munich, Andrea realised and
confessed that she’d forgotten to pack the
travel Scrabble.
How could she have forgotten?! We
had spent hours on the phone discussing
the important things like where we’d go,
what we’d do, what clothes we’d need
and how we’d organise our money.
Scrabble was right up there. I was to bring
the word list, she was to bring her travel
Scrabble.
After I’d showered away the effects of
my 27 hour journey from New Zealand in
Andrea’s hotel room, we discussed our
options.
1. Have a Scrabble-less holiday.
Unthinkable, unimaginable,
unendurable! Fifty-three days without
a game of Scrabble? No way!
2. Buy a new set. But where to buy an
English Scrabble set in Germany,
Austria, Slovakia, Greece or Turkey?
Again, impossible!
3. Have a set couriered to us from
somewhere. But from where to
where, and how long would that take?
Again, not a satisfactory solution.
4. Make one of our own. But with the
limited resources available to us, we
didn’t think we’d end up with anything
practical.
5. Buy a German set. I knew from the
articles we’d been running in Forwords
that the letter distribution would be
different [see issue number 98], but we
could adapt the tiles with paper stuck
over the top. I also knew that the
number of tiles might be different. I
just hoped that German had slightly
more than 100 tiles, not fewer.

A German Scrabble set was clearly
our best option.
We had to go back to the airport to
pick up our rental car, and there we were
lucky enough to find a toy shop with a
German travel Scrabble. And so it was
that the first souvenir I bought on my trip
was a Scrabble set for 20 euro!
That evening we sat down to adapt it.
I was relieved to find 102 tiles in the set. I
thought at least German would have
enough vowels for us, but it only has four
Os. That was a surprise. Andrea, who is
fluent in German, was also surprised to
find that they use even more Es than we
do.
Tongue-in-cheek, she suggested that
the easiest thing to do was to play in
German, but since I only know four
German words I vetoed that idea. Nein*,
danke*, Andrea, I would only look a
dumkopf*. German is verboten!
Then I realised that I didn’t know our
letter distribution for sure, especially for
A, E, I and O. We even found ourselves
unsure of the L, G, D and T distribution.
[While I find this embarrassing to admit, I
ask you, readers, to be honest: if your life
depended on it, could YOU confidently state
the distribution? We do tend to rely on the
tracking grid on the score-sheets to prompt
us.]
So Andrea used her cell phone to
download the information from our NZ
Scrabble website. [Thanks, Glenda.]
Then, while I wrote up our
afternoon’s visit to the site of the Dachau
Concentration Camp in my diary, Andrea
used a page of my diary, scissors and my
glue stick to modify the necessary tiles.
Because the Ss and blanks and high
scoring tiles, for example, would all be
paperless, we considered papering them
all. But that would have taken a long time,
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and we were keen to start our first game.
So we promised each other we wouldn’t
try to feel the tiles. However, in practice,
we found the modified tiles were hard to
distinguish by feel, anyway. [How DO you
do it, Olivia?]
We also had to decide what to do
about letter values. For a while we toyed
with the idea of using the German values,
the different ones being Z and W (3
each), J and V (6 each), Y (10), H, D, L
and O (2 each), C, P and K (4 each). Fun
to consider, but we would have had to
change our tactics too much. We agreed
to use the normal English values, knowing
we would need to check our scoring
carefully.
Scoring was a little confusing at first,
though we soon got used to it. [See photo
on the front cover.]
So to our first game.
We had a few teething problems. For
a start, we discovered that the modified
tiles didn’t fit into the tile racks. Minor
problem only. We used the tiles flat on
the table and hid them behind something,
or just didn’t look.
A more serious (to me, anyway) but
easily fixed problem soon cropped up,
when my first bonus word, NIGHTIE, had
to come off. I’d mistaken Andrea’s serif I
on the side for an H. Shortly afterwards, I
played a papered M, only to be told it
was actually a W.
The glitches weren’t always in
Andrea’s favour. After she played a fifth
U in the bonus word PUZZLES, we
agreed that the “O” piece of paper in the
bottom of the bag belonged on that tile,
and, luckily for me, she didn’t find
PLOTZES or POZOLES.
Although the paper came unstuck
occasionally, it usually happened when we
were handling the tiles, so it wasn’t too
inconvenient.
We played many very happy games
with our improvised set.

I know you are dying to know: I won
the Germany/Austria tournament 15-9,
and the Greece/Turkey tournament 31.520.5.

Finally, a challenge for you:
The photo on the front cover shows
the first six moves of one game. Player A
played JOWL, POZ and LAH, while
player B played HOCKEYS, FADO and
JAVA. Ignoring the German values on the
tiles, calculate each player’s (English)
score at the end of the six moves. See if
you can get it right first time. [Answer on
page 37.]
[PS. Yes, I have a German travel
Scrabble set for sale. It’s in perfect order – at
least the imperfect glue didn’t deface the
tiles. Any buyers?]

High game
- by Howard Warner, Mount Albert

During the recent Pakuranga Mall
tournaments, I made a personal best
game score of 754.
I had a lovely flow of tiles and a board
that just opened up the right spots at the
right times. As my very gracious
opponent, Pam Barlow, noted, there
were not even any unusual words she
could think of challenging.
My turns went like so:
ZONATED 104 KIWI 45
EE 15
CAGE 14
NEB 24
TORULIN 72
MARCHES 91
TOPLINE 73
OX 66
MANLY 46
WHITE 38
DOAB 32
QUINOAS 114
opponent’s leave 20
Pam’s score was 228, so my final
margin of 526 was also a personal best.
Just a shame my dream game occurred in
an unrated tournament — so Mike
Sigley’s long-held tournament records of
717 game score and 493 margin are safe
for a bit longer.
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Lost in translation
- from Jennifer Smith, Hamilton

One of the things I enjoy about
travelling in a foreign country is seeing and
hearing the local language in use. Even
though I can’t understand it, I love
guessing what it might be saying. For
example, I guess a sign over the back door
of a bus in Slovakia saying “NEVYSTUPJE”
is telling me to “Never be stupid enough
to trip on the step!” or “Mind the step”.
And I get a giggle (so would Paul Henry!)
from words like “Kamelcok” on a shop in
Turkey.
Without being at all critical of the
translator’s efforts, I enjoy the humour of
some translations. Three gems I spotted
on my recent trip to Europe were:
· “Grilled fillet of angler with spinach and
potatoes”, menu in Vienna, Austria.

· “Fried shepherd”, café menu in Side,
Turkey.
· “Vase with plastic snakes, 14th century
BC”, label on an exhibit in museum,
Bodrum, Turkey. [Grilled fish and fried
lamb were pretty easy to fathom, but
what should “plastic” snakes have
been? Stylised snakes? Ornamental
snakes? Or was plastic really invented
16 centuries ago?]
And this is my favourite “word”
photo, taken at Ephesus.

Jokes
Q. Have you ever wondered why some
people spend so much money on bottled
water?
A. Spell EVIAN backwards!
Q. Did you hear about the dyslexic man
who wanted to get a drink?
A. He walked into a bra.
Q. How do you use an Egyptian doorbell?
A. Toot-and-come-in.
Q. What does the barman say when two
fonts walk into his bar?
A. “Sorry. We don’t want your type in
here.”
Q. Who can never get hairline fractures?
A. Bald people.
Q. Why did the Buddhist refuse the
dentist’s offer of pain relief during root
canal work?
A. He wanted to transcend-dentalmedication.

Q. What happened to John the cannibal
when he arrived late to a dinner party?
A. He was given the cold shoulder.
Q. What happened when a lorry carrying
thousands of copies of Roget’s Thesaurus
overturned?
A. The local press reported that witnesses
were, “shocked, stunned, amazed,
astonished, surprised and gob-smacked.”
Q. What do you call an overweight alien?
A. An extra-cholesterol.
Q. What did the blonde say when she saw
a wanted poster at the police station?
A. “Why didn’t you just arrest him when
you took his picture?”
Q. Did you hear about the man who
overdosed on too many curries?
A. He went into a Korma.

- from Joke-a-day Calendar 2010
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Play like a champion, by Allan Simmons
(HarperCollins, 2010)

- reviewed by Jeff Grant, Independent
llan Simmons has won
numerous British Scrabble
titles, represented both
England and Scotland at the World
Champs, and was editor of the Scrabble
magazine Onwords for 30 years. He has
also written several other books including
Top Scrabble Tips (2000) and The Times
Scrabble Workout (2009).
Play Like A Champion follows Allan’s
progress move by move through 15 games
on his way to winning the 2007 UK
Masters. Allan was rated 8th in the field of
16 for this round robin event, which
featured many well-known British
Scrabblers, such as Gareth Williams,
Helen Gipson and Phil Appleby.
Every game has a detailed annotation,
with one page devoted to each move. The
board layout is shown, together with
Allan’s rack, his opponent’s last turn and
the unseen tiles. Potential plays are
discussed, with a computer suggestion for
the best moves as well. The format makes
it easy to cover the bottom of the page to
hide the actual play so you can compare
your move with Allan’s.
This book will particularly appeal to
players who would like to improve their
skills by analysing a series of games. I
found it best to read through just one or
two games at a sitting, taking my time with
each move. Less serious Scrabblers can
still get something out of the book though.
There are useful Tip Boxes after every
couple of games, covering topics such as
turnover, engineering a bonus comeback,
triple word management and when to
change. At the end of the book there is a
page of Scrabble Links showing websites
for national associations (including NZ)
and clubs, WESPA and Collins Official
Scrabble Checker. There is also a list of

definitions for unusual words used in the
book.
Most players acknowledge that success
at top level requires good word
knowledge, sound tactics and a little bit of
luck! According to the ‘End Of Event
Statistics’, Allan had 57% of the S’s and
blanks, which certainly helps, but you need
more than that. He thinks carefully before
each move, weighing the options, and
often finding the optimal play.
Nevertheless, even the best players are
fallible. Allan comments:
“I tried to make the book as honest as
possible – as a journey through to winning,
with the angst, luck, unluckiness, and
uncertainty of recall that it entails. I didn’t
want it to be a book of mundane excellent
Scrabble with no human factors.”
Transposing letters, having mental
blocks on threes and fours, missing
common bonuses and trying non-words
are things even top players do, probably
more often than most would like to admit.
Allan is open in his remarks during the
games: ‘Doh!’ (missing a winning endplay);
‘very lucky and timely’ (a fortuitous pickup); ‘embarrassing’ (a missed bonus). So
‘lesser’ players, take heart! There is
undeniably an element of chance in this
game of ours, and good players do make
mistakes. You can improve, but it takes
hard work to become a champion.
This book encourages you to look for
the possibilities in every rack, even the
most unpromising ones. The better
prepared you are, the more likely you will
be able to take advantage of any
favourable swing in the tiles.
I enjoyed Play Like A Champion and am
sure others will too. It is a worthwhile
addition to the rather small collection of
Scrabble literature.
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Graeme’s fairy tales
- by Graeme Lock Lee
The little tailor – 7 flies in one blow
ons ippon airtime uh leetle
talar wus bizzy soughing uh
cote forthy loord mair.
Heh wus gaiting reddy tweet som jamb
wen aswarm orf lyse setal onned. Heh
keels savin ovum inworn ballow. Fealing
quyte unspide, thae leetle talar maiks uh
veldt withe calved wuds “SAVIN
INWORN BALLOW” thane setts owt
twosack hizz faut yuan.
Thae talar metes uh gyrant hoo thunks
thet “SAVIN INWORN BALLOW”
reefers tew savin mein. Thae gyrant
deicides tew challans thae talar. Wen thae
gyrant squizzes whata ottava bowlder, the
talar squizzes whata (wey) outré appeaser
chis thet jihad kepped anis poukit. The
gyrant thraws uh rok verry faa een toothy
ayre. Thae talar thane toses uh burd, agen
kepped anis poukit, wich ferlies hie outre
shite. Thae gyrant blives twas uh rok thet
wus thrawn sofar thet ait naifer landes.
Thae gyrant infights thae leetle talar tuis
homme whear udder gyrant slive. Dewing
thae nite thae gyrant tryste keel heme
withe anion baa, butt thae tailard orle
reddy mooved outre vorlage bede tew
schlepp anther conner. Disc overing hims
tiller lief, thae gyrant sall runaway.
Befall longe thae talar becalms capitayn
orf thyroidal garred. Thae udder souldiers
ars ower frayed thar capitayn mite loos
hist empaire soh thet savin ovum mite
diene wan ballow. Thae tel theeking thet
aether thar talar liefs, aue thae wheal.
Affrayed orf bothy talar anther souldiers,
thae kink onstead senza talar tew defat
tew gyrant syn thae woulds, offing haff hizz
kink dom anther handoff hizz dorter ean
maritage. Thae leetle talar thraws roks att
eech schlepping gyrant inturn, coursing

thaim tew fytte eech udder to derth.
Neks, thae kink sinds heme aftereye
fumous uni conn wych charr jizz heme,
butt thae talar staps azide annat stichs sitz
bighorn intuit ree tranq. Neks, thae kink
wont sim tew kacha wiled boor wych thae
claver talar maiks chace heme een twoer
chappal wherry traipse thae bist.
With thet thae kink maris heme tuis
dorter. Wonned ae, huswife heres thae
talar torquing ninnies leep – unlearnt zee
truthy bowat heme keeling savin ferlies,
nott mein, inworn ballow wenny wus
juster semple talar.
Thae kink ordures hizz mein tew
ceaze heme un karri heme orfe. Butt uh
squier wans thae leetle talar. Pre tinding
tobies leep, heh colls sout zatis dun orle
hizz bolled deids undies nott affrayed orfe
mein hydyne ahind thae dore. Torrified,
thae mein flea anther king naifer aiver
treys agen. Wen finely theeking pasta
whey, twas thae leetle talar hooroo eld
theeking dom furlong thyme afterwords.

- from Across the Board (Australia),
September 2010
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Scrabble letter distributions
from Wikipedia

Many editions of the word board game Scrabble vary in the letter distribution of the
tiles, because the frequency of each letter of the alphabet is different for every language.
As a general rule, the rarer the letter the more points it is worth.
Many languages use sets of 102 tiles, since the original distribution of one hundred
tiles was later augmented with two blank tiles.
In this last of a four-part series, we show the tile distribution of the game in Slovak,
Slovenian, Spanish (two versions) Swedish, Turkish and Welsh

Part 4
Slovak (100 tiles)
2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
1 point: A ×9, O ×9, E ×8, I ×5, N ×5,
T ×4, R ×4, S ×4, V ×4
2 points: M ×4, K ×3, L ×3, D ×3, P ×3
3 points: J ×2, U ×2
4 points: B ×2, H ×1, Y ×1, Z ×1, Á ×1,
C ×1
5 points: Č ×1, Ž ×1, Š ×1, Í ×1, Ý ×1
7 points: Ľ ×1, Ť ×1, É ×1, Ú ×1
8 points: Ď ×1, F ×1, G ×1, Ň ×1, Ô ×1
10 points: Ĺ ×1, Ŕ ×1, X ×1, Ä ×1, Ó ×1

Slovenian (100 tiles)
2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
1 point: E ×11, A ×10, I ×9, O ×8, N ×7,
R ×6, S ×6, J ×4, L ×4,T ×4
2 points: D ×4, V ×4
3 points: K ×3, M ×2, P ×2, U ×2
4 points: B ×2, G ×2, Z ×2
5 points: Č ×1, H ×1
6 points: Š ×1
8 points: C ×1
10 points: F ×1, Ž ×1
Spanish (100 tiles)
Spanish-language sets sold outside North
America use these 100 tiles:
2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
1 point: A ×12, E ×12, O ×9, I ×6, S ×6,
N ×5, L ×4, R ×5, U ×5, T ×4
2 points: D ×5, G ×2
3 points: C ×4, B ×2, M ×2, P ×2
4 points: H ×2, F ×1, V ×1, Y ×1
5 points: CH ×1, Q ×1

8 points: J ×1, LL ×1, Ñ ×1, RR ×1, X ×1
10 points: Z ×1
Stress accents are disregarded. The
letters K and W are absent since these
two letters are rarely used in Spanish
words. According to FISE (Federación
Internacional de Scrabble en Español) rules,
a blank cannot be used to represent K or
W.
Using one C and one H tile in place of
the CH tile, two L tiles for the LL tile, or
two R tiles for the RR tile is also not
allowed in Spanish Scrabble.
Spanish-language sets sold within
North America (known as Scrabble Edición en Español) use 103 tiles:
2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
1 point: A ×11, E ×11, O ×8, S ×7, I ×6,
U ×6, N ×5, L ×4, R ×4, T ×4
2 points: C ×4, D ×4, G ×2
3 points: M ×3, B ×3, P ×2
4 points: F ×2, H ×2, V ×2, Y ×1
6 points: J ×2
8 points: K ×1, LL ×1, Ñ ×1, Q ×1,
RR ×1, W ×1, X ×1
10 points: Z ×1

Swedish (100 tiles)
2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
1 point: A ×8, R ×8, S ×8, T ×8, E ×7, N
×6, D ×5, I ×5, L ×5
2 points: O ×5, G ×3, K ×3, M ×3, H ×2
3 points: Ä ×2, F ×2, V ×2
4 points: U ×3, B ×2, Ö ×2, P ×2, Å ×2
7 points: J ×1, Y ×1
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8 points: C ×1, X ×1
10 points: Z ×1
Note that the letters Ä, Ö, and Å have
separate tiles. Other diacritical marks are
ignored, such as for É. Also, the letters Q
and W, rare in Swedish, are absent, but
can be played with a blank.

Turkish (100 tiles)
2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
1 point: A ×12, E ×8, İ ×7, K ×7, L ×7,
R ×6, N ×5, T ×5
2 points: I ×4, M ×4, O ×3, S ×3, U ×3
3 points: B ×2, D ×2, Y ×2, Ü ×2
4 points: C ×2, Ş ×2, Z ×2, Ç ×2
5 points: H ×1, P ×1, G ×1
7 points: F ×1, V ×1, Ö ×1
8 points: Ğ ×1
10 points: J ×1
Note distinct dotted and dotless I
tiles.
Welsh (105 tiles)
2 blank tiles (scoring 0 points)
1 point: A ×10, E ×8, N ×8, I ×7, R ×7,
Y ×7, D ×6, O ×6, W ×5, DD ×4
2 points: F ×3, G ×3, L ×3, U ×3
3 points: S ×3, B ×2, M ×2, T ×2
4 points: C ×2, FF ×2, H ×2, TH ×2
5 points: CH ×1, LL ×1, P ×1
8 points: J ×1
10 points: NG ×1, RH ×1
Since there are specific tiles for the
digraphs that are considered to be
separate letters in Welsh orthography
(such as DD), it is not permissible to use
the individual letters to spell these out.
Diacritics on letters are ignored.
The digraph PH, which exists in
Welsh, is omitted because it is used
almost exclusively in mutated words,
which the rules disallow. K, Q, V, X and Z
also do not exist in Welsh. Arguably J
does not exist in Welsh either, but it is
included as it is sometimes used for
borrowed words.

Hall of Fame (or
Infamy) 2
Hi. My name is Solon. I was born
about 630 BC, and became a particularly
wise lawgiver in ancient Athens. I died
about 560BC.
I was one of the Seven Wise Men of
Greece, and implemented a number of
reforms in Athenian law.
In English, my name has been used
generically since at least 1625 to refer to
any wise statesman. Contemporary
American journalists, who seem to love
using the term, have extended the
meaning even further to include any
member of a lawmaking body, wise or
not! In fact, the word is sometimes used
ironically for a legislator who displays a
marked lack of wisdom, rather than a
profusion of it! Naturally enough, I prefer
the more complimentary meaning!
Remember me when you play
SOLON(S).

- Source: Mirriam-Webster Inc.
SOLONISATION(S),
SOLONIZATION(S) mean something else
– the formulation of a certain type of soil.
[Hall of Fame (or Infamy) is a regular
feature. Please feel free to contribute an
article, or suggest an article, if you know of a
person who has “given” their name to any of
our official Scrabble words.]
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Korean Scrabble
- by Douglas Wills, Seoul, South Korea
eciding to come to
Korea was a big
step for me and
my family. Not only have I
become immersed in the
culture, but I dragged my family
along for the ride as well. That
meant throwing my kids into
challenging situations where
they did not know the culture,
language or any familiar faces.
From the beginning, I
enrolled them in language
classes. Believe me, Korean is
not an easy language to learn. Actually, it
is downright impossible!
This is the alphabet:
ㅂㅈㄷㄱ쇼ㅕㅑㅐㅔㅁㄴㅇㄹ호ㅓ
ㅏㅣㅋㅌㅊ퓨ㅜㅡㅃㅉㄸㄲㅆㅒㅖ
My mother decided to tackle the
problem…and decided that a game for the
kids to play that would be more exciting
than the drudgery of straight
memorization.
Most people would stop at flash
cards…maybe buy a DVD or a computer
game…but my mom decides to design and

develop a Korean scrabble game…aargh!
The game is hard enough in English!
When she tackles a design project, she
enlists her go-to engineer and production
artist, my father. He is equipped with a
man cave that has all the high tech tools
needed for the task.
He spent over five hours cutting and
sanding all of the Scrabble blocks! Then
she had all of the kids write their own
letters on the blocks. Each family member
has their own color set of Scrabble
blocks...
It took another five hours to create
the board. Of course, it had
to be varnished with molding
and a custom hand painted
color coated grid!
The other day, I got a chance
to play and test the fun
factor. It was challenging and
to my surprise, it was
actually fun…maybe because
I won. J

-from
douglaswills.blogspot.com
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A compendium of websites whose names
seemed fine at the time
- sent in by Vicky Robertson, Wellington
* Big Al’s Bowling alley and restaurant

* Pen Island offers a range of pens

* Compliers of a list of celebrity agents

* A Cheshire firm that rents out bed linen

* A team of British tree surgeons working

* A firm that lists therapists in California

wanted a jaunty name for their website:
ilovebigals
chose:
whorepresents.com

in Brittany thought it was a good idea to
choose the French word for groves, Les
Bocages, for their name:
lesbocages

* Mole Station Nursery, a garden

company in New South Wales had to
change their website address:
from molestationnursery to the boring
molerivernursery

* American Scrap Metal had to change
theirs:from americanscrapmetal to
ustinc.com

* Powergen, the energy firm in Italy, is

through:
penisland

uses:
ladrape.co.uk

uses:
therapistfinder

* Choose Spain is a company offering
holiday villas through:
hoosespain.com

* And a mobile dog-grooming company in
Warwickshire called their website:
doggiestyles

* The moral of the story is this: when

choosing a name for your business,
always think how it would read as a web
address. If all else fails, just look it up on
Go Ogle!

not the firm you get when you click:
powergenitalia

Another Scrabble analogy
(Re Russell Hantz and the twelfth
episode of “Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains”)
When asked whether Sandra DiazTwine (who has now won Survivor twice
and is the first person to do so), is the
best Survivor player ever, Russell insisted
that her victory means not that she is
good at Survivor, but that the game is
flawed.
This is basically the equivalent of losing
at Scrabble and writing a letter to the
manufacturer requesting that they stop
allowing blank tiles, because you keep

losing based on blank tiles, and the way
you see it, blank tiles corrupt the game,
and therefore, blank tiles should not be
allowed.

Linda Holmes
Pakorn Nemitrmansuk on Nigel
Richards:
“He is my idol. He is perfect in words,
strategy and sportsmanship that young and
even old players should follow.”

- interview, SA News, March 2010
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Remarkable puzzle
- from Across the Board, June 2010

There are 30 books from the Bible listed in
this paragraph. Can you find them?
his is a most remarkable puzzle.
It was found by a gentleman in
an airplane seat pocket on a
flight from Los Angeles to Honolulu,
keeping him entertained for hours. He
enjoyed it so much he passed it on to
some friends. One friend, John from
Illinois, worked on it while fishing from his
boat. Another friend studied it while
playing his banjo. Elaine Taylor, a journalist
friend, was so intrigued by it, she
mentioned it in her weekly newspaper
column. Yet another friend judges the job
of solving the puzzle so involving, she
brews a cup of tea to help her nerves.
There will be some names that are really
easy to spot. That’s a fact. Some people
however will soon find themselves in a
jam, especially since the book names are
not necessarily capitalised. Truthfully,
from answers we’ve received, we are
forced to admit it usually takes a minister
or scholar to see some of them at the
worst. Research has shown that maybe
something in our genes is responsible for
the difficulty we have in seeing the books
in this paragraph. During a recent fundraising event which featured this puzzle,
the Alpha Delta Phi lemonade booth set a
new time record for completion. The
local paper, The Chronicle, surveyed over
two hundred patrons who reported that
the puzzle was one of the most difficult
they had ever seen. As Daniel Humana
humbly puts it, “the books are all right
here, in plain view, hidden from sight”.
Those able to find all of them will hear
great lamentations from those who have
to be shown. One revelation that may
help is that books like Timothy and
Samuel may occur without numbers. Also
keep in mind that punctuation and spaces

in the middle are quite normal. A chipper
attitude will help you compete really well
against those who claim to know the
answers fast. Remember there is no need
for a mad exodus, there really are thirty
books lurking somewhere in this
paragraph, just waiting to be found. God
bless and happy hunting.
Answers on page xx

Simple is best
We played Scrabble today – the four
of us – my husband and I, along with two
of our sons.
The eight-year-old started us out with
the word A.
You read that right. He started with a
one-letter word. Plain old A qualifies as a
word because it’s an entry in the
dictionary, which makes it legitimate,
albeit simple.
Sometimes in Scrabble – as in life –
simple is best.
- from an article by Jill Pertler
In Superior Telegram

Sherlockian anagram
- from Jeff Grant, Independent
One of the best long
anagrams I have seen was
devised by “Night owl” (Mary
Hazard) and published in the
American National Puzzler’s
League newsletter The Enigma
in June 1989.
Sherlock story: Vile brute’s
final sound heard on heath
anagrams “Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s The Hound of the
Baskervilles”.
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Quisling challenge
- by Val Flint, Hamilton
Inspired by the quisling challenge in the
last Forwords, it occurred to me we use
words in Scrabble, and everyday parlance,
derived from the names of famous (or not
so famous) people/gods. Many of these
words are articles of clothing or a fabric:
· CARDIGAN – a knitted woollen jacket
from Lord Cardigan (1797-1868).
· DENIM [this gets a bit complicated as
it’s based on folklore] – from Nimes
(‘de’ French for ‘of’), a town in
Southern France. Pre 28BC the town
was the “Colony of Nemausus”,
Nemausus being a Celtic god
worshipped locally. As the language
evolved, the town eventually became
Nimes where the tough fabric, DENIM,
was first made, with a further
evolvement from de Nimes to DENIM.
· GARIBALDI – a woman’s loose blouse
(or a biscuit commonly known as a ‘fly
cemetery’ or a ‘squashed fly’). This
style of loose shirt was worn by
Guiseppe Garibaldi (1807-1882), who
was an Italian patriot. I found no
reference to his love of squashed flies.
· JACQUARD – a woollen fabric woven
with a control contraption of warp
over weft , invented by Joseph Jacquard
(1752-1834).
· MACKINTOSH / MAC /
MACINTOSH / MACK – patented by
the Scottish chemist Charles Macintosh
(1766-1853).
· MAE – as in the cork-filled lifejacket
named after Mae West, the US actor
(1892-1983).
· RAGLAN – an overcoat with the
sleeve in one piece with the shoulder,
as worn by Lord Raglan, commander of
British troops in the Crimea (17881855).
· SPENCER – this can be a wig, an over
coat or, more commonly, an

undergarment. I could find no definitive
history except ‘probably named after
George Spencer, second Earl
Spencer’ (1758-1834).
· TAMMIE / TAM / TAMMY – from the
poem Tam O’Shanter, by Robert Burns
(1759-1796).
· TRILBY – a soft felt hat worn by the
eponymous heroine, Trilby, in the book
written by George Du Maurier (18341896), the grandfather of Daphne Du
Maurier.
· WELLINGTON / WELLY / WELLIES
(plural) – a boot named after Arthur
Wesley Wellington, known as the Iron
Duke. A British statesman and general,
Prime Minister (1828-1830). Famous
for the victory at Waterloo (1815). The
WELLINGTONIA tree was also named
after him.
Other famous people in history who
gave us common nouns:
· JEZEBEL – ‘a shameless painted
woman’, from the Old Testament of
The Bible, 2 Kings, ix 30. Jezebel was
Ahab’s wife of ill repute.
· SPOONERISM – (SPOONER – not
allowed) e.g. ‘a well-oiled bicycle’
becomes ‘a well-boiled icicle’. From
William Archibald Spooner, a British
clergyman and eccentric (1844-1930).
· GLADSTONE – a travelling bag or
small portmanteau, named in honour
of William Ewart Gladstone; British
statesman (1809-1898). four times
Liberal (Whig) Prime Minister. Also
Gladstone sherry, a cheap sherry in
reference to duty reduction, 1860.
There are no doubt many, many more.
[Information quoted from Chambers
20th Century Dictionary and MacMillan
Compact Encyclopedia.]
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Hamilton tournament quiz night
- by Pam Robson, Independent
On the Saturday evening during the
Hamilton Scrabble Tournament, Liz
Fagerlund and myself had the pleasure of
running the quiz night on behalf of Jennifer
Smith who was holidaying far away.
Jennifer had put the quiz together, and an
excellent job she had done too! The
evening was a great success and enjoyed
by the approximately 45 (8 teams)
Scrabblers and friends who came along.
A variation for one round of the quiz
was a page of 20 part “logos” which
needed to be identified, eg. the letter K
and picture of a kiwi. This was part of the
logo from the Kiwi Shoe Polish. Simple
when one sees the whole picture, but this
section of the quiz proved to be rather
tricky for some! However, quite intriguing
and very well thought out by Jennifer.
Interestingly in other rounds, while
not one team knew what year Mt. Cook
lost 10 metres of height, going from
3,764m to 3,754m, every single team
knew of Jack Spratt and Little Jack Horner.
Well done Scrabblers!!
We did have a lot of laughs.
The team that won the quiz night had

named themselves “Sma Tarsus”, (both
allowable Scrabble words), and certainly
lived up to their name as their win was a
very convincing one! Congratulations to
the winners; Lynne Butler, Glennis Hale,
Katy Yiakmis, Patrick Carter and Anderina
McLean, and thanks again to Jennifer for a
job well done!

Pun fun
- sent in by Su Walker, Mount Albert
1. I thought I saw an eye doctor on an
Alaskan island, but it turned out to be
an optical Aleutian.
2. She was only a whiskey maker, but he
loved her still.
3. Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder.
4. No matter how much you push the
envelope, it’ll still be stationery.
5. A dog gave birth to puppies near the
road and was cited for littering.
6. A sign on the lawn at a drug rehab
centre says: “Keep off the Grass”.
7. A vulture boards an airplane, carrying
two dead raccoons. The stewardess
looks at him and says, “I'm sorry, sir,
only one carrion allowed per
passenger.”

Quiz winning team at Hamilton—the Sma Tarsus
From left: Patrick Carter, Lynne Butler, Glennis Hale, Katy Yiakmis, Anderina McLean
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What is so unusual?
Or, the ubiquitous U
- by Murray Rogers, Nelson
In poker, three of a kind
Is better than two pairs.
Therefore one should not find it unusual
In wordsmithing that two Ws
Like WOW man, or WHEW that was
close,
Or an Indian tipi WIGWAM
Is usurped by three Us.
As in USUFRUCT – claim the fruit
growing on your side of the fence
UHURU – national independence of
SWAHILI
Or URUBU – a South American vulture.
Hmm, do four Us as in MUUMUU
The Hawaiian dress
Make peace with the three WS in
POWWOW?
If these rules are not so useful,
Would you revert back to playing poker?
(as recited by Murray at the Nationals
dinner)
A sorehead comments on lunch
wraps
- from Joan Thomas, Hastings
· If you are a SOREHEAD does that
mean that you have a headache? No, it
means that you are a peevish or
disgruntled person. You’re probably
giving everyone else a sore head!
· Good gracious, I’ve just been turning
pages in the dictionary and have
discovered that GLADWRAP is
allowable. This North American
product – I used Glad Wrap in Canada
many moons ago – has morphed into
GLADWRAP, a noun in New Zealand

English (thin film for wrapping food),
and verb (to cover with
GLADWRAP).
· A bit more research shows that
CLINGFILM is allowable – I think that
is more feasible than GLADWRAP.

Transpositions
- by Vicky Robertson, Wellington
Sometimes during a game I am trying
to recall a word and I'm thinking, for
example, is it ROSALIA or ROSARIA.
When I check later I find it’s both. So
rather than doubting my recall, I started
to put a list together of pairs of words
that when you change one letter will make
another word. Someone told me they are
called transpositions. Here are some
examples:
ANOETIC/ALOETIC
AEDILES/AUDILES
OURALIS/OURARIS
DENARII/SENARII
ANDIRON/ENDIRON
INSULAE/INFULAE
TENTIGO/LENTIGO
SOLARIA/SOLATIA
GLAIKET/GLAIKIT
LOERIES/LOWRIES
AGNISED/AGRISED
LANGUET/LANGUED
ERGOTIC/ERGODIC
GOLDARN/GOLDURN
SANTERO/SANTERA
SANSARS/SARSARS.
There are many many more. Also triples
are useful: SINOPIA/SENOPIA/SINOPIE.
Happy transposing.
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Another NZ place name for our
map
MANAIA (town in Taranaki) means a
carved figure with a human body and a
birdlike head.

QZJXK
- from Joan Thomas, Hastings

From time to time the answers in the
small crossword in the Dominion Post
contain all the high-value letters QZJXK
which makes me wonder if the compiler is
a Scrabble player.
Today, 21 August 2010, the words
were PIQUE, QUIRKY, PIZZERIA,
JUXTAPOSE and ELK.
A detailed check revealed that every
letter of the alphabet was used at least
once, surely a rare occurrence. I wonder
if that was just by coincidence or whether
the compiler set out to achieve that very
outcome.

Xolotl’s Revenge
- by Michael McKenna (who says Xolotl
is the Aztec god of bad luck).
These words contain at least one of
the set JQXZ, and in each the bold Y can
be replaced by the letter I.
AVYZE
AVYZES
AVYZED
AVYZING AGRYZE
AGRYZES
AGRYZED AGRYZING BENZYL
BENZYLS
CALYX
DJINNY
EPOXYED JOLLYER
JUNGLY
JYNX
JYNXES
PYXES
PYXIE
PYX
PYXIES
QUAY
QUAYS
QUYTE
QUYTES
QUYTED
QUYTING
SPHYNX
TAXYING
from Across the Board (Australia),
September 2010

Children’s Tourney
- from Ruth Groffman, Dunedin
Here are
the results of
the very first
Children’s
Tourney held in
Dunedin on
Thursday, 19th
August. They
played
challenge games
with clocks.
Ruth Groffman
Name
Wins
Aggr
Alex Leckie-Zaharic
3
1205
Ben Clayton
3
1026
Naveen Sivasankar
3
935
Louie Bernhardt
2
1071
Samuel Okane
2
929
Lucas Harvey
2
895
Kate Truman
2
806
Zoe Morrison
2
771
Yvie Finn-House
2
695
Yassamin Vagheri
2
630
Malcolm Crack
1
845
Damian Soo
1
715
Lucy Metehaere
0
546
Samarah Linwood
0
503
[When he saw the results, Patrick Carter,
Mount Albert, commented: “I think the
winner had too much of an advantage with a
name that included a Z, an X and a K, not to
mention a useful CH combination.”]
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EL CANARD
- by Jennifer Smith
After reading
“Working Week”,
the verse
anagramming the
days of the week
(in the last issue), I
couldn’t resist
having a go at a
verse anagramming
the months of the
calendar year.
Here’s my effort:
Spend the contents of your YUAN JAR
And take to dinner your FAERY BRU.
Impress your Asian friends with your
CHARM
And your grooming so PILAR,
Then, over the stir-fried YAM
(Which costs fivE JUN),
Persuade the chef, LY* JU*
That your guests don’t want USA* GUT!
But they’ll toast him with TEMP BEERS
(They won’t, for CERT, BOO
And will NEVER MOB)
If he serves vegetarian fare on a CRÈME
BED.
English is a crazy language
There is no egg in eggplant nor ham in
hamburger; neither apple nor pine in
pineapple.
English muffins weren’t invented in England.

We take English for granted, but if we
explore its paradoxes, we find that
quicksand can work slowly, boxing rings
are square, and a guinea pig is neither from
Guinea nor is it a pig.
And why is it that writers write but fingers
don’t fing*, grocers don’t groce* and
hammers don’t ham? Doesn’t it seem crazy
that you can make amends but not one
amend. If you have a bunch of odds and
ends and get rid of all but one of them,
what do you call it?
If teachers taught, why didn’t preachers
praught*? If a vegetarian eats vegetables,
what does a humanitarian eat? In what
other language do people recite at a play
and play at a recital? We ship by truck but
send cargo by ship. We have noses that
run and feet that smell.
You have to marvel at the unique lunacy of
a language in which your house can burn up
as it burns down, in which you fill in a form
by filling it out, and in which an alarm goes
off by going on.
Achievements
Howard Warner has joined the exclusive
club (Nigel Richards, Yvette Hewlett and
Paul Lister) of people who have played six
bonus words in a tournament game.
It was during the Hamilton tournament,
against Liz Fagerlund, and his words were
VARIATE, HEADNOTE, TENSILE,
ARANEID, TRIGONAL and SUBTEND.

Reproduced with the kind permission of the artist, Graham Nolan
(see more of his cartoons on sunshinestatecomics.com)
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France
French Championships (Classic
game)
1. Elisee Poka, formerly Ivory Coast
2. Benjamin Valour
French Championships (Duplicate
Scrabble)
1. Franck Maniquant, winner of 1991 and
2001 titles
2. Antonin Michel
3. Thierry Chincholle

Top seeded scrabble players from
Oman, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Qatar and the United Arab republic vied
for the championship trophy and prize
money totalling almost $2500.
1. Mohammed Sulaiman (UAE)
2. Ronald Credo (Bahrain)
3. Ralph Lobo (UAE)

Singapore
Millennium Cup
1. Ricky Purnomo
2. Toh Weibin
3. Marlon Prudencio
Sri Lanka
50 players contested this
championship.
1. Nigel Richards (NZ)
2. Sherwin Rodrigues (India)
3. Cheah Siu Hean (Singapore)

Franck Maniquant
The Duplicate Championships
consisted of five games, and Franck
Maniquant achieved a perfect 100% score,
ie. he equalled the best possible score on
every move of five games.

Oman
Gulf Championships
This mega event initiated by the
Bahrain Scrabble League has been held
every year in Bahrain since its inception in
1991. This year is the first time the
tournament has taken place outside
Bahrain.

Uganda
East African Championships
Kenyan players took out the first
seven placings.
1. Willi Mwangi (Kenya)
2. Nicholas Mbugua (Kenya)
3. Gitonga Nderitu (Kenya)
USA
The US Championships were held
in Dallas, with 400 players competing.
1. Nigel Richards (NZ)
2. Brian Cappelletto
3. Laurie Cohen
Laurie Cohen’s placing was the second
highest by a woman in the 30 year history
of the event.
World Players Championship
1. Nigel Richards (NZ)
2. Pakorn Nemitrmansuk (Thailand)
3. Chris May (Australia)
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Travelling Scrabbler
- by Alison Holmes, Christchurch
ome months ago I promised
Jennifer a short story about my
trip to the Antarctic Peninsula
in December. Although time has passed,
the memories have not faded.
This trip was organised by the
Continuing Education department at the
University of Canterbury so even before
we left we had had 10 lectures over the
web on the history, politics, geology,
geography, flora, fauna, etc of the area.
Our departure point was Ushuaia in
Argentina on the Lyubov Orlova, a ship
which carried up to 124 passengers and
56 ship’s crew.
The “front of house” crew chief was
the Expedition Leader, Karen, who
mustn’t have slept the whole cruise as
she was organising where we would go
tomorrow. There was no such thing as a
fixed itinerary – it was weather
dependent and dependent on the other
ships in the area – there being a rule that
allowed only one ship at any landing point
at a time. A huge logistical nightmare. She
was ably assisted by a band of multitasking professionals – historians,
biologists, geologists, zodiac drivers,

security marshalls, first aid personnel etc.
We had lectures; a daily proposed
itinerary delivered to our cabins, with
further information about other relevant
information, eg the Antarctic Treaty,
definitions of icebergs, ozone depletion
etc; wildlife watching opportunities –
penguins, seals, whales and birds galore;
and of course iceberg and glacier
observations.
Once within the Antarctic Peninsula
the sea was calm, sky was blue and it was
colder in London than in the Gerlache
Strait. Each day we had two adventures –
either two landings on the Peninsula or
one landing and one “zodiac cruise”. On
the cruises we saw icebergs of all shapes,
sizes textures and colours; birds including
albatross, southern giant petrels, kelp
gulls, Antarctic terns and south polar
sheathbills; penguins – gentoo, adelie*,
chinstrap; seals – crabeater, fur, elephant
and weddell*, and whales – minke.
Sightings of whales were rare and some
of us never managed to be in the right
place at the right time! But the birds that
accompanied the boat across the Drake
Passage were numerous and changing –
amazing the range of birds
which live miles from any
land. We saw nature in
action – the penguins were
all sitting on their eggs on
amazing stone nests (just
to keep them out of the
snow) but the giant skuas
were constantly flying
around waiting for the
moment when they could
pinch an unfortunate
penguin’s egg for their
dinner. It always seemed a
shame, but then the skuas
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need to feed just as much as the penguins
need to breed.
I could write for ever about this
magical experience but the highlights for
me were the “Polar Plunge”, the textures
and colours of the icebergs and the silence
and insignificance of the human form. The
Polar Plunge was for 56 idiots who went
for a dip in a volcanic caldera (Deception
Island). It is hard to describe the range of
icebergs – our first sighting was probably a
“bergy* bit” (between 1 and 5 m above
the sea and between 5 and 15m long) and
it is amazing that the ship didn’t tip over
as everyone rushed to see it! By the end
of our trip we wouldn’t even note a bergy
bit. We had seen so many
“very large bergs” (over
75 m above sea surface
and over 200m long). The
colours were amazing –
royal blue; pure white;
mucky grey, turquoise. But
the shapes and the
textures are hard to
capture in words – towers
and pillars; anvils, sawedged, overpowering and
overwhelming. I lay down
on the snow on the top of
a hill one day and watched
the clouds floating across

the blue sky. I felt so small and
so insignificant – the silence
was all enveloping and the
expanse of the sky was never
ending. Looking at our ship, all
4251 tons of it, it was but a
speck beside the glaciers and
snow-covered mountains.
There were lots of bits of
evidence of human
interventions but they were
there at the grace of the
elements.
There was no time for
Scrabble – although there was
a board and tiles in the wonderfully
stocked library. Perhaps we would have
got round to playing had the weather
been unkind and prevented us going on
our adventures but the weather gods
smiled on us and we even had a BBQ on
deck one day – OK, dressed in duckdown jackets, hats and gloves, but the sun
shone.
Did you know that Antarctic [an OK
Scrabble word] time is New Zealand
Time? Stations in Antarctica generally
keep the time of their supply bases, thus
both the Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station and McMurdo Station use New
Zealand time.
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Secret vault of words
- sent in by Lynne Butler, New Plymouth
ot all words make it into the
Oxford English Dictionary.
Millions of “non words”
which failed to make the dictionary lie
unused in a vault owned by the Oxford
University Press.
Wurfing, polkadodge and
nonversation are among the words
stored in secret files after being rejected
for inclusion by the Oxford English
Dictionary, it has been disclosed.
“Wurfing” means surfing the internet
at work, while “polkadodge” describes
the strange little dance two passing
people do when they try to avoid each
other but move in the same direction,
and “nonversation” denotes a pointless
chat.
These words were recently submitted
for use in the Oxford English Dictionary
(OED) but will remain dormant unless
they enter common parlance in the
future.
Graphic designer Luke Ngakane, 22,
uncovered hundreds of “non words” as
part of a project for Kingston University,
London. He said: '”I was fascinated when I
read that the Oxford University Press has
a vault where all their failed words, which
didn’t make the dictionary, are kept. This
storeroom contains millions of words and
some of them date back hundreds of
years. When I spoke to them they were
happy to confirm its existence and
although I didn’t actually get to see the
room they did send me some examples.”
All of these words have been
submitted to the Oxford University Press
for inclusion in the OED but were judged
to be “unsuitable'”.
They now lie in a vault in Oxford
alongside millions of other unused words
which are written on 6in by 4in cards and
stored alphabetically in 50 huge filing

cabinets. Some of these words date back
to before 1918, when Lord of The Rings
author J.R.R. Tolkien was editor of the
OED, but newer “non words” are
digitised.
Fiona McPherson, senior editor of the
OED’s new words group, denied the
words are “rejects” and said they have
every chance of being printed in the
future. She said: “I don’t like calling them
reject words because we will revisit them
at some point and they may well go in.
They are not yet considered suitable for
the dictionary because there’s not enough
evidence that people are using them. If a
word does come to our attention we can
come to this room and check if it’s here.
A lot of times people say these words but
they are not written down or published.
We read newspapers or novels and have
readers who read through them looking
for new examples of existing words or
completely new ones. We also get people
writing in telling us about new words,
which is useful. The thing with the OED is
anything that goes in never comes out.”

Other examples of non words
* Accordionated – being able to drive
and refold a road map at the same
time
* Asphinxiation – being sick to death
of unanswerable puzzles or riddles
* Blogish – a variety of English that
uses a large number of initialisms,
frequently used on blogs
* Dringle – the watermark left on
wood caused by a glass of liquid.
* Dunandunate – the overuse of a
word or phrase that has recently been
added to your own vocabulary
* Earworm – a catchy tune that
frequently gets stuck in your head
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* Espacular – something especially
spectacular
* Freegan – someone who rejects
consumerism, usually by eating
discarded food
* Fumb – your large toe
* Furgle – to feel in a pocket or bag for
a small object such as a coin or key
* Griefer – someone who spends their
online time harassing others
* Headset jockey – a telephone call
centre worker
* Lexpionage – the sleuthing of words
and phrases
* Nudenda – an unhidden agenda
* Onionate – to overwhelm with postdining breath
* Peppier – a waiter whose sole job is
to offer diners ground pepper, usually
from a large pepper mill
* Percuperate – to prepare for the
possibility of being ill
* Pharming – the practice of creating a
dummy website for phishing data
* Pregreening – to creep forwards
while waiting for a red light to change
* Quackmire – the muddy edges of a
duck pond
* Scrax – the waxy coating that is
scratched off an instant lottery ticket
* Smushables – items that must be
pack at the top of a bag to avoid being
squashed
* Spatulate – removing cake mixture
from the side of a bowl with a spatula
* Whinese – a term for the language
spoken by children on lengthy trips
* Wibble – the trembling of the lower
lip just shy of actually crying
* Wikism – a piece of information that
claims to be true but is wildly
inaccurate
* Xenolexica – a grave confusion when
faced with unusual words

Medical dictionary
- from Andree Prentice, Wanganui
· Artery
· Bacteria
· Barium
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

the study of paintings
back door to cafeteria
what you do when patients
die
Benign
what you be, after you be
eight
Caesarean section a neighbourhood in
Rome
Catscan searching for Kitty
Cauterize made eye contact with her
Colic
a sheep dog
Coma
a punctuation mark
Dilate
to live long
Enema
not a friend
Fester
quicker than someone else
Fibula
a small lie
Impotent distinguished, well known
Labour pain
getting hurt at work
Medical staff
a Doctor's cane
Morbid
a higher offer
Nitrates cheaper than day rates
Node
I knew it
Outpatient a person who has fainted
Pelvis
second cousin to Elvis
Post operative
a letter carrier
Recovery room place to do
upholstery
Rectum nearly killed him
Secretion hiding something
Seizure
Roman emperor
Tablet
a small table
Terminal illness getting sick at the
airport
Tumour one plus one more
Urine
opposite of you're out.
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Who’s playing
Scrabble?
Lorraine Feather, American lyricist
and singer
While writing the
tune “Scrabble” for her
recently released CD
Ages, her song writing
partner, Dick Hyman,
had an unusual request
that bordered on a dare: could she work the
name of the venerable pianist/composer’s
family friend Dushka into the lyrics?
“Figuring out how to work the name in
took me longer than the entire rest of the
song, but I’m glad I was able to,” commented
Feather.
In the hands of this black belt word nerd,
a fictionalized Dushka becomes the
mischievous landlady to a squabbling
Scrabble player and her boyfriend while
Stravinsky’s darkly comic ballet is playing in
the background:
Though his body isn’t awfully sturdy,
And his manner is incredibly nerdy,

Conversation often overly wordy,
He’s a heck of a brain.
Monday night we played our landlady
Dushka,
While we listened to the score of
Petrouchka;
Dushka put a double "o" in "babushka."
You could see his pain.
It was just a joke that sank like lead!

She’s been known to mess with his
head.

from allaboutjazz.com

Neil Finn, of
Crowded House
Check out Neil’s
guitar strap, made
with Scrabble letters.
This photo was taken
during a performance
in the USA.

Scrabbling lion
In Bath, UK, twenty-three lion
sculptures were created for the The
Lions of Bath public art project.
To mark their acquisition of the
Scrabble license, the design team of Wild
& Wolf gift spent approximately 50
hours covering their lion in over 5000
wooden Scrabble tiles.
The beauty of the beast is in the
hundreds of witty words that Wild &
Wolf have formed out of these tiles; this
giant word search keeps lion hunters
busy for hours.
Themed words are clustered in
different areas on the sculpture. For
example, the names of different cats run down one of the legs, ‘giant paw’ is written on
the paws, whilst on the head are words such as’cheek’, jowl’, ‘blush’, ’snarl’ etc.
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Minimalist Poetry
- by Jeff Grant, Independent

Also called “terse verse”, minimalist
poetry may have started with the
following well-known example:
Hired.
Tired?
Fired!
This anti-American verse is even
shorter:
Yanks?
No thanks.

The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations
cites “On the Antiquity of Microbes” as
the shortest poem in the world:
Adam
Had 'em.

However, this has often been bested,
for instance, around 1980 Michael Porter
of Toowoomba, Australia, came up with:
Last Words
I
Die.
This was equalled for letter-length
much earlier though. In 1925 American Eli
Siegel wrote the classic:
One Question
I,
Why?
Here is an even shorter verse in
tribute to the yak/cow cross popular with
Scrabblers:
Himalayan Hybrid
O,
Zo.

zo
William Cole published an essay
entitled “One-Line Poems and Longer, But
Not Much” (NY Times, Dec 1973), which
prompted a letter from a reader
proposing one-letter poems:
My work includes the most
evocative of all poetic letters, O.
Further, there is the egocentric
poem, I, the poem of pleasure, M,
the scatological verse, P, and the
somnambulistic bit of poesy, Z.
In 1983 in Word Ways, The Journal of
Recreational Linguistics, renowned
mathematician, magician and wordsmith
Martin Gardner, commented as follows:
I suggest we take this a step
further with the following poem
entitled “Simplicity”:
. No-one
can say my poem doesn’t have a
point. Of course we can write an
even simpler poem, completely
pointless, with the title “Utter
Simplicity”. It goes like this:
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Tournament Calendar 2011
Tournament
Place
Dates
Wellington
Wellington
15-16 January
Pakuranga
Auckland
29 & 30 January
Rotorua
Rotorua
26-27 February *
Nelson
Nelson
23-24 July *
Mt Albert Memorial
Auckland
19 March *
Dunedin Lion Open
Dunedin
2-3 April
NZ Masters #
Auckland
23-25 April
South Island Championships
Christchurch
7-8 May
NZ National Champs
Wellington
4-5 June
Kapiti Coast
?
16 July *
Whangarei
Whangarei
9-10 July
Hamilton
Hamilton
6-7 August
Tauranga
Tauranga
27-28 August
Canterbury Open
Christchurch
10-11 September
Mt Albert
Auckland
1-2 October
Norfolk Island Scrabble Festival
Norfolk Island
15-22 October
Wanganui
Wanganui
22-23 October
Kiwi
Hamilton
12 November *
Otago Lion Open
Dunedin
12-13-November
Causeway Challenge#
Johor Bahru, Malaysia ?
World Scrabble Championship
?
?
# entry restricted to qualifiers
Note: Dates with asterisks have not been confirmed by the club.

An ode to English plurals
- sent in by Glennis Hale, Independent
We’ll begin with a box, and the plural is boxes,
But the plural of ox becomes oxen, not oxes.
One fowl is a goose, but two are called geese,
Yet the plural of moose should never be
meese*.
You may find a lone mouse or a nest full of
mice,
Yet the plural of house is houses, not hice*.
If the plural of man is always called men,
Why shouldn’t the plural of pan be called pen?
If I speak of my foot and show you my feet,
And I give you a boot, would a pair be called
beet?
If one is a tooth and a whole set are teeth,

Why shouldn’t the plural of booth be called
beeth*?
Then one may be that, and three would be
those,
Yet hat in the plural would never be hose,
And the plural of cat is cats, not cose.
We speak of a brother and also of brethren,
But though we say mother, we never say
methren*.
Then the masculine pronouns are he, his and
him,
But imagine the feminine: she, shis* and shim!
[OXES (meaning as above) and SHIM (different
meaning) are both acceptable Scrabble words.]
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Rev it up, gov!
- by Lev Moshav

There are not many common words
ending in V, although most people
probably know the shortened forms LAV,
PAV, REV, SAV and PERV.
Here is a full list of the 39 V-ending
words allowed in Scrabble.
DEV
divine being in Hinduism
DIV
stupid person
GOV
boss
GUV
= GOV
LAV
lavatory
LEV
monetary unit of Bulgaria (pl.
LEVA)
LUV
love
PAV
pavlova
REV
increase speed of revolution (of
engine)
SAV
saveloy
SOV
sovereign
TAV
tavern
VAV
sixth Hebrew letter

CHAV young working class person
who dresses in casual sports clothes
CHIV
to stab
DEEV
mythical evil spirit
DERV
diesel oil for a road vehicle
EREV
the day before
ERUV
area where certain activities
forbidden to Orthodox Jews on
the Sabbath are permitted
GRAV
unit of acceleration
MIRV
to arm with missiles with many
warheads
OMOV the ‘one man one vote' system
PERV
to look lecherously
SHIV
= CHIV
SPIV
a flashy black-market hawker
GANEV thief
OLLAV wise man
PAREV containing no meat or milk
products
SCHAV Polish soup

IMPROV improvisational comedy
MAGLEV type of high-speed train
MOSHAV
cooperative settlement in
Israel
ISOGRIV line connecting points of equal
angular difference between
magnetic north and grid north
LISTSERV

internet service providing
electronic mailing to
subscribers with similar
interests

MAZELTOV congratulations!
STOTINOV pl. of STOTIN, a monetary
unit of Slovenia
TOLARJEV pl. of TOLAR, a monetary
unit of Slovenia
LEITMOTIV

recurring theme

KALASHNIKOV

Russian sub-machine
gun

Ten one-liners
sent in by Glenda Foster, Wellington
1. A pessimist’s blood type is always
b-negative.
2. Practise safe eating – always use
condiments.
3. A shotgun wedding is a case of wife or
death.
4. Corduroy pillows are making
headlines.
5. A book on voyeurism is a peeping
tome?
6. Sea captains don’t like crew cuts.
7. A successful diet is the triumph of
mind over platter.
8. A gossip is someone with a great sense
of rumor.
9. When you dream in colour, it’s a
pigment of your imagination.
10. Acupuncture is a jab well done.
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Solutions
It’s no holiday (page 13)
Player A
Player
1.
JOWL 28
HOCKEYS
2.
POZ 50
FADO 37
3.
LAH 43
JAVA 28
Totals
121
158

93

Remarkable puzzle (page 22)
This is A MOSt reMARKable puzzle.
It was found by a gentleman in an airplane
seat pocket on a flight from Los Angeles
to HonoluLU KEeping him entertained
for hours. He enjoyed it so much he
passed it on to some friends. One friend,
JOHN from Illinois, worked on it while
fishing from his boat. Another friend
studied it while playing his banJO. ELaine
Taylor, a journalist friend, was so
intrigued by it, she mentioned it in her
weekly newspaper column.
Yet another friend JUDGES the
JOB of solving the puzzle so involving,
sHE BREWS a cup of tea to help her
nervES. THERe will be some names that
are really easy to spot. That’s a fACT.
Some people, however, will soon find
themselves in a JAM ESpecially since the
book names are not necessarily
capitalised. TRUTHfully, fROM
ANSwers we’ve received we are forced

to admiT IT USually takes a minister or
scholar to see some of
theM AT THE Worst. Research has
shown that maybe something in our
GENES IS responsible for the difficulty
we have in seeing the books in this
paragraph.
During a recent fund-raising event
which featured this puzzle, the Alpha
Delta PHI LEMONade booth set a new
time record for completion. The local
paper, The CHRONICLE Surveyed
over two hundred patrons who reported
that the puzzle was one of the most
difficult they had ever seen. As DANIEL
HumaNA HUMbly puts it “the books
are all right here, in plain view, hidden
from sight”. THOSE Able to find them
will hear great LAMENTATIONS from
those who have to be shown.
One REVELATION that may help
is that books like TIMOTHY and
SAMUEL may occur without
NUMBERS. Also keep in mind that
punctuation and spaces in the middle are
quite norMAL. A CHIpper attitude will
help you comPETE Really well against
those who claim to know the answers
fast. Remember there is no need for a
mad EXODUS, there really are thirty
books lurKING Somewhere in this
paragraph, just waiting to be found. God
bless and happy hunting.
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October 1985 to October 2010
Forwords was the brainchild of Sue
Marrow who edited the first 6 editions.
Editorship passed to David Lloyd until
he moved to England .Jeff Grant took
over in 1988 and was the longest
serving editor so far. Lynne Butler took
over from Jeff in 2001 and then Jennifer
Smith commenced her as yet unbroken
stint. in 2006.
The mag was initially type-written
and then photocopied for printing.
Glennis Hale did a large part of the
typing at that time. Glenda Foster
became the layout editor in 1993,
initially photocopying computergenerated files. Printing of these files
commenced around 1995. Printing is
now professionally done by a

- by Glenda Foster
Wellington firm and Glenda continues
to do the layout editing as well as
arranging printing and distribution. The
size has gradually increased from 20
pages to the bumper 52 page editions in
2010.
Jeff Grant has now contributed 100
competitions, as well as his long-running
Dazzling Dozen and Anagram Corner
columns.
Jennifer now sources material from
internet articles as well as magazines
produced by other national Scrabble
Associations.
What will we see in the next 100
issues?
- thanks to Allie Quinn who supplied many
of the original magazines
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NZASP Rankings list as at 27 October 2010

-
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-

-

-

Alison Holmes
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Whangarei Scrabble Tournament
8-10 July 2010
13 Games

14

-

-

Jena Yousif
3rd in C grade at Whangarei
games

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hamilton Tournament
7-8 August 2010
13 Games
-

-

Nelson Scrabble Tournament
24-25 July 2010

-

-
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-

-

Anthea James
3rd in D grade at Hamilton
-

-

-

-

-

-

Tauranga Tournament
28-29 August 2010
13 Games

-

-

-

Anderina McLean
2nd in B grade at Hamilton

-

-
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-

-

-

-

Pat Wood
2nd in D grade at Tauranga

-

Mt Albert Scrabble Tournament
3-4 October 2009
13 games

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lorraine van Veen
2nd in B grade at Tauranga

Wanganui Scrabble Tournament
23-24 October 2010
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14

Kris Saether
3rd in A grade at Mt Albert
Games

-

-

-

-

-

David Gunn
5th in B grade at Mt Albert
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Nick Cavenagh
1st in A grade at Wanganui

The Whangarei contingent brought their own frills
to the Wanganui “no frills” tournament.
From left: Suzanne Harding, Anne Scatchard, Lynn Thompson
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Record

Tournament Level

Club Level

Score

Score

Player (Club)

Player (Club)

–

–

–

—

—

—

—

New Zealand Masters (23 Games)
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Contact Information
Clubs
(Nth to Sth)

Contact
Person

Phone

Email

Meeting
Day/Time

Please contact the contact person to find out the meeting venue

www.scrabble.org.nz

